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SUMMARY

Efficient estimation of the regression parameters in a structural

generalized linear measurement-error model is studied. Using the efficient

scores derived in Stefanski and Carroll (1987), the existence of asymptotically

efficient estimators is established by employing a one-step construction

similar to that used by Bickel (1982). The construction assumes the

l'
availability of an n~-consistent estimator which is argued to exist quite

generally for the models under investigation.



1. INTRODUCTION.

For a generalized linear model in canonical form, the conditional

density of the response variable Y given the pxl-dimensional covariate U •

u can be written aa

(1.!)

where

(1. 2)

In (1.1) and (1.2), 9T • (a,ST), a(·), b(') and c(·,·) are known functions

and f(·; n,f) is a density with respect to a a-finite measure m(·). The

mean and variance of (1.2) are bl(n) a~d a(,)b"(n) respectively. We assume

b"(n) ) 0 and thus bl(n) is strictly increasing. 'For the regression
- T

model (1.1), the conditional mean and variance of YIU • u are b'(a + a u)

and a(f)b"(a + STu).

There is a substantial literature on the theory and practice of

fitting generalized linear models given independent observations

(YI,U!), ••• , (Yn,Un). Much of this is summarized in McCullugh &NeIder

(1983). In this paper we present some theory concerning estimation of the

regression parameter, 9, when the covariate U is measured with error. In

particular we assume that one observes an independent measurement X, of U

which is normally distributed given U, i.e.,

(1. 3)

There is a vast literature on this problem in the special case that

(1.2) is a normal density. This dates back to Adcock (1878), has been
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reviewed by Moran (1971) and Anderson (1976) and is the topic of a recent

book by Fuller (1987). Current interest in nonlinear measurement

error models is evident from the work of Prentice (1982), Wolter & Fuller

(1982a, 1982b), Amemiya (1982), Clark (1982), Carroll et al. (1984),

Stefanski (1985), Armstrong (1985) and Stefanski and Carroll (1985, 1987).

The latter six papers deal entirely or in part with generalized linear

models.

We limi~ our investigation to the so-called structural version of the

measurement-error model in which the unobserved covariable U has an

unknown distribution G(·). This means that the joint density of an

observed pair (Y,X) has the form

(1.4)

The mixture density fy,x depends on 9,~ and g as well as on the

unknown mixing distribution, G(')' Our interest is in efficient estimation

of 9 in the presence of the nuisance function G(·). We will work with a

subclass of models of the form (1.2) which is delineated in Section 2. In

this context efficiency is defined in the sense of Stein (1956), Pfanzagl

(1983), Begun et al. (1983) and Lindsay (1983, 1985).

The efficient score function and corresponding information bound for model

(1.4) is derived in Stefanski & Carroll (1987) and these results are summarized

in Section 2.3. In Section 3 the existence of efficient estimators is

established using a construction similar to that employed by Bickel (1982).

{See also Lindsay (1983, 1985)~ Technical details appear in Section 4.
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2. THE MODEL, IDENTIFIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY.

2.1 Hodel assumptions.

We now impose the following restrictions on the basic model introduced

in Section 1.

(Ml) Th. conditional distribution of YIU • u is concentrated on [O,~],

i.e., the response variable Y is nonnegative.

(M2) ep is known.

(M3) Q is known.

Of the more popular generalized linear models (McCullugh & NeIder, 1983)

(MI) excludes only the normal model, for which Bickel &Ritov (1986) have

already constructed efficient estimators under various identifiability

assumptions. For Poisson regression and the important case of logistic
-

regression, a(ep) • 1 and thus (M2) imposes no restrictions on these models.

However, for the gamma and inverse gaussian models (H2) imposes re-

strictions on the usual parameterizations. Assumption (M3) assures

identifiability of the miXing distribution G(·). It is not an uncommon

assumption in theoretical studies of nonlinear/nonnormal measurement-error

models (Wolter &Fuller, 1982a &b; Stefanski, 1985; Stefanski &Carroll,

1985) and is a reasonable working assumption in many practical applications

(Fuller, 1987).

Of these three assumptions only (HI) plays a crucial role in our

one-step procedure and this via the Laplace transform of (1.2) (see

Section 3). We believe that with conditions (M2) & (M3) replaced by any

assumptions (regarding +, n and/or replicate measurements) which guarantee

identifiability of both the parametric and nonparametric components of

(1.4), efficient one-step estimators can be constructed using the basic

approach in Section 3, although we have not worked out the details.
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Under (M2) and (M3) we assume without 108s of further generality that

-a(,) - 1 and g is the pxp identity matrix. To emphasize that e and G are

the only unknown components of fy,X we write fY,X(y,x;e,G) for the left

hand side of (1.4). Also in (1.2) we shorten c(y,,) to c(y). The joint

density fy,X is determined by 9 • 8, which we assume is an open subset of

.p+l, and G. G, a set of distributions on RP• We assume that G contains

only distribution which are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesque

measure on R~, a natural assumption in view of the normal error structure.

For many models 8 will be all of RP+1 and there need be no additional

restrictions on G. However, for 80me generalized linear models there are

Tnatural constraints on the quantity 0-«+8 u, usually of the form 0<0, and

for such models 8 and Gmust be restricted accordingly.

In what follows we write Fe,G for the joint distribution determined by

fY,x(·,·;e,G), and Ee,G' Pe,G and Le •G for expectation, probability and law

when (e,G) holds. Also we take L(y,x,e.G) - log fY,x(y,x;e,G) and

~(y,x,e,G) • (3/3e)L(y,x,a,G).

2.2 Identifiability.

Under (M3) the marginal distribution of X is the convolution of a

known normal distribution with G(·) and thus G(·) is identified. The joint

characteristic function of (Y,X) under (e,G), C(s,t;8,G) •

TEe,G{exp(isY+it X)}, can be written as

Equating C(s,t j 81,G) and C(s,t,92 ,G) one finds that for all s and almost

all u in the support of G(.),
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Taking derivatives with respect to s and evaluating at s • 0 results in the

equality

b'(a1+siu) • br(~2+8~U),

which since b'(·) is strictly increasing implies

T T
~l+Slu. a2+8 2u• (2.1)

And this must hold for almost all u in the support of G(·). Since G(·) is

absolutely continuous, the closure of its support contains an open ball in

.p and by continuity (2.1) must hold in this open ball. This implies ~1 •

~2 and 81 • 82, thus the model is identified.

2.3 Information bounds and efficient scores.

This section reviews the results in Stefanski & Carroll (1987). Note that

fY,x(y,x;e,G) can be written as

fy, X(Y,x ;e ,G) =f· ..f q(0,e, u)r (y ,x, e )G(du ) (2. 2)

where

Writing

T
r(y,x,e) =exp{ 2ay ~ x x + C(y) - : Rog 2n};

o =o(y,x,e) • x+y~ •

A =A(Y,X,e) = X+Y~

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

it follows from Stefanski & Carroll (1987) that the efficient score for e can
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be written as
r I= i(y,x,e,G) - Ee,G{Li(y,X,e,G)I~ = 0>J o=x+YI3

(2.7)

where R(o,e,G) = E(U'~o).

For short we let

i .(e) = II (Y.,x.,e,G) .
C,l c 1 1

In (2.7)

(2.8)

R(o,e,G) •= w(o)/w(o) (2.9)

where

. and

w(o) =J...f q(o,e,u)G(du) (2.10)

w(o) = (a/ao)w(?) =J...Ju a(o,e,u)G(du). (2.11)

Note that II (y,x,e,G) depends an G only through R(o,e,G) and to indicate thisc

we sometimes write i (y,x,e,R) in place of II (y,x,e,G), i.e., bath i (y,x,e,G)c c c

and Rc(y,x,e,R) are used to represent the right hand side of (2.7).

Finally, the lower bound for the variance of the asymptotic distribution of

regular consistent estimators of e is given by I~1(e,G) where

(2.12)

-T Tand R = (1,R ).

I (e,G) represents an information upper bound for the model (1.4) provided the
c

family of distributions G is complete in the sense of assumption (C) in

Stefanski & Carroll (1987).
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2.4 Existence of n 1/ 2-consistent estimators.

The efficient estimator presented in Section 3 assumes the availability of

a discretized n1/ 2-consistent estimator of e which we now argue exists quite

generally. Suppose in (2.7) R(o,e,G) is replaced by o. Denote the resulting

estimating equation by ~CL(y,x,e). Then ~CL(y,x,e) = {y-E(Yla=o)}(1,oT,T where

o is evaluated at x+y~. Since Ee,G{~CL(y,x,e)} = a for ail le,G}J the system of

eQuations t~CL(Yi'Xi,e) =0 possesses a n.1/ 2-consistent seouence of solutions

under minimal regularity conditions (Huber, 1967). Denote this estimator by

eCL' (There are even conditions under which eCL is ootimal, ~ame1y when

R(o,e,G) is a linear function of 0; see Stefanski & Carroll (1987) for

1 ) N 1 t RP+1 [-1 /2 ( . .)T.. .examp es. owen = n 'l"""p+l: '1"""p+1 are arb,trary

. } d d f' - h . . RO+1 , A Th . h,ntegers an e ,ne e = t e pOlnt,n' c osest to 9C' • en e 1S t en ~

type of preliminary estimator required in Section 3. The construction of 9

is identical to that employed by Bickel (1982) for a similar purpose.
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3. AN EFFICIENT ESTIMATOR

3.1 l'he basic approach.

Although a number of details differ, our basic approach to constructing

efficient estimators is similar to Bickel's (1982). Define

-1 n .
S (9) - n ! ~ i(9),

n i-I c,

and starting with the discretized nt-consistent estimator 9, form the

one-step "estimator"

-s - 9 + I-1(9,G)S (9) •Ten

Under (R1)-(R5) below it is shown (Theorem 3.1) that

( 3.1)

i.e., 9T is asymptotically efficient. But, 9T is not a proper esti-

mator as it depends on G which is unknown. We construct estimators S (.)
n

and I (.) of S (.) and I (',G) respectively and show (Theorem 3.2) that
nne

under mild assumptions the one-step estimator

9 is efficient as well.

I.
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3.2. The one-step construct2on.

For convenience we assume a sample (Y.,X.) (i-l, ... ,n) of even size,
1, 1

say n - 2k. Let I n ,l • a{(Yi,Xi ),···, (Yk,Xk )} and I n ,2 - a{(Yk+1,Xk+1), ... ,

(Y ,X )}. For sequences (t ), (e ) and (t ) of positive constants to be
n n n n n

specified later define the following functions; here "1 denotes the

Euclidean norm.

- (a/a6)Q i(6);n, (3.3)

jk
W .(6) - k-

1 ! Q (6), j-l,2;
n,J t-(j-l)k+l n,i

W j(6) - (a/a6)W .(6), j-1,2;n, n,J

and

(3.5)

(3.6)

Rn ,j(4). W .(6) + t D,(6)
n,J n ~

with

D ( ~) {(1+\)1612}
:\ 0 • exp 2 •

(3.7)

(3.7a)

The quantity t D,(4) in (3.7) insures that IR j(4)1 2 has finite expec-n ~ n,

*tation. Our proof of Theorem 3.2 requires that A be greater than the \

guaranteed by assumption (T) below. We assume this from now on. Note that

by construction R 2(') is independent of J 1 and R 1(') is independentn, n, n,

of J 2'n,
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Next define

I- i(e)c, -{ I-c[Yi,Xi,e,Rn,2{~i(e)}],

I-c[Yi,Xi,e,Rn,l{~i(e)}],

l~i~k

k<iSn •
(3.8)

As estimators of S (e) and I (e,G) we proposen c

s (e)
n

-1 n ~ "T
I (e) - n r I- .(e)I- i(e)

n i-I C,1 c,
(3.9)

. resulting in the one-step estimator

The construction is motivated by the facts that (Proposition 4.4)

and

E {Q (6)} - f···f q (6,e,u)g(u)du.e,G n,i n

Now under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, q (6,9,u) ~ q(6,9,u) and
n

given in (2.10) as t ~~, £ ~ O. Thus for ~ ~
n n n

respectively. Roughly speaking, the proof that the construction

I- i(9)c,

I (e,G)
c

0, R j(6) ~ R(&,e) given in (2.9) and hence ~ i(9) is approximatingn, c,

which means that S (e) and i (e) are approximating S (9) and
n n n

works entails showing that for suitable rates of convergence of the

sequences t ~~, £ ~ 0 and ~ ~ 0, ~ i(9) converges to I- i(9) inn n n c, c,

quadratic mean under Pe,G'

The most interesting feature of the construction is its simplicity.

Splitting the sample into two equal halves is a modification of an idea due

to Bickel (1982) and has the advantage of simplifying some of the proofs.

The factor in the denominator of R j(6) involving ~ is a convenientn, n

device insuring finite second moments of l~i(9)1.
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To prove efficien~y of our one-step estimator some regularity con-

ditions on the model are necessary. For each fixed G e Owe assume the

parametric sub.odel f Y,X(y,x;9,G) satisfies, for all 9 • 9:

(Rl) L(Y,X,e,G) is differentiable in 9 a.e. Pe •G and ~(Y,X,e.G) •

(a/ae)L(Y,X,9.G);

(R2) The Ftsher information I(9,G) •
T is finite;matrix E9,G{~~ (y.x,e,G)}

(R3) The square root likelihood is differentiable in quadratic mean, i.e.,

as p ~ 0,

t 2

[{

fy ,x(Y,X;9+P.G)} T ]
E9,G f

Y
,X(Y,X;9,G) - 1 - ~~(y,X,9,G)

and

Conditions (Rl) - (R3) are identical to Bickel's (1982) R(i) - R(iii). We

use them as a means for insuring contiguity of the product measures of

(yi.Xi).···.(yn.Xn) under P9,G and P9
n

,G when 9n • 9
0

+ pnn-t for conver

gent deterministic sequences (p ).
n

In addition to (Rl) - (R3) we also assume the following concerning the

conditional score (2.7).

(R4) For all 9
0

,9 • 9 and G • C,the vector HG(9,9
0

) defined as HG(9,9
0
).

E9 ,G{~c(Yl,xl.9,G)} is differentiable in 9 with HG(9,9
0

) •
o

(3/39)HG(9,9
0
). HG(9,9

0
) is continuous in 9 and 9

0
and HG(9o ,9

0
) •

- I (9 ,G) which is nonsingular.c 0

(RS) ~ (Y,X,e,G) is continuous in quadratic mean, i.e., as p ~ 0c

E9,G{I~c(Yl,X1,9+P,G) - ~c(Yl,Xl,e,G)12} • 0(1).

These last two conditions enable us to show (Theorem 3.1) that the one-step
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"estimator" 8T in (3.1) based on the true conditional score is asymp

toticallyefficient. Thus (R4) and (RS) playa role similar to Bickel's

(1982) UR(iii).

Finally we make a technical assumption which for many special cases of

interest is easily verified or is implied by moment conditions on G. First

note that when Y ~ 0 a.s. it follows that b'(-t)~ 0 for all t and b'(-t) is

decreasing in t ~ O. Therefore b'(-t) has a limit as t ~ ~ which we now

assume to be zero. This will be the case whenever Y is not bounded away

from zero with probability one. Next define

exp{b(n-t) - b(-t)~
An(t) • b'(-t) ) ( 3.10)

and

A(n) • sup IA (t)1
t>O 1l

(3.11)

f J T {. T Iu-6 I Z }Be,G(6,e) • ••• {1+A(a+8 u}exp - b(a+8 u) - 2(1+£) g(u)du. (3.11a)

We assume

(T) There exist * *£ >0 and ~ <~ such that for all e • 8 and G • C

( 3.12)

is bounded in a neighborhood of e.

*Note that since Be,G(6,£) is increasing in £ we can take £ < 1 without

loss of generality. The addition of the constant one to the right hand

side of (3.12) is for convenience only and serves to simplify some of the

inequalities. derived in Section 4. In Section 4 we make frequent use of

the obvious inequality
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( 3.12a)

3.3 A8~ptotic efficiency of 8.

In this .ection we state and prove the major results concerning the

efficiency of our one-step procedure. We start with Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.1: Under conditions (Rl)-(RS)

Proof. Write

I-I (a , G)}S (i)
con9 - 9 •T 0

1-1(9 ,G)S (9 ) + {I-I(i,Gi
con 0 c

+ [9 - 8 + I-1(a ,G){S (9)o con -see)}].
n 0

(3.13)

By the Central Limit Theorem La G{ntI-I(a ,G)S (a )} ~ N{O,I-1(a ,G)}, co no coo
and thus to prove the theorem it suffices to show that the remaining two

terms in (3.13) converge in Pa G-probability to zero. Since in is
0'

discretized and nt-consistent we need only establish this with i
n

replaced by a • 9 + P n-+, where (p ) is an arbitrary convergent deter-non n

are

where

ministic sequence. Having made the substitution, (R4) and contiguity

used to show {I-I(a ,G) - I-I(a ,G)}n+S (a ) • 0p (1). As for
en conn 8G

0'
the third term in (3.13) note that it is enough to show Wn • 0p (1),

a ,Go

Using (R4)
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E& G(W) - I (& ,G)p + n-t{HG(& +p n-t ,& )},,n co n on 0o

and for arbitrary but fixed ,. RP a Taylor series expansion shows that

T T· -- y I (& ,G)p + Y HG(& ,a )pcon non

where 9 is on the line segment joining & and 9. Since (p ) con-n non
Tverges, (R4) implies y Ea ,G(Wn) ~ 0 which, since y is arbitrary, implies

o
E(W ) ~ O. Finally we have

n

/1/1

which converges to zero in light of (RS).

the proof.

Thus Wn • 0p (1) concluding
& ,G

o

The proof of our main result depends on the following lemma whose

proof uses results from a number of propositions proved in Section 4.

First we need some additional notation. We let

A - exp{b(-2t ) - 2b(-t )};n n n
n -2{b'(-t ) + e }.n n n

*Lemma 3.1. If l>l and t ,t and ~ are chosen so that
n n n

e ~ 0, t ~ CD, ~ ~ 0
n n n

and

( 3.14)

ma{~
~2

n

then, as n ~ CD,

, _A-::n/~2_) ~ 0
neP ~2

n n

(3.15)
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Proof. After some rearrangement of terms we have

(w 2(o)-w(&,e ,G)+~ D,(6}
( ~ ) l. n. n n I\.

- R u,9n ,G ( W 2(&)+t D,(6)
n, n I\.

Repeated use of the inequality /a+b/ 2 ~ 2(/aI 2+/bI 2) is used to show

Now using (4.11) and (4.16) we are able to conclude that

Ee ,G/Rn,2(6) -R(6,8n ,G)/2 S
n

2r6(n.:/2+1 + n~)&~(8n)(1+18f)2.XP{!2+2i*lI8121
n

+ 41R(6,8 ,G)/2C (6)
n n

( 3.17)
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where

(3.18)

* *Now for 1 > 1 , (1+1&1)2 exp{(1+1 )1&1 2 } is bounded by a constant multiple

of Di(6) and thus there exists a finite constant, ~7' such that

<7(n.:12+1+ n~ ~~(9n)
Ee ,GIRn ,2(6) - R(6,en ,G)r S __-,;;,;,n-t-=2~-----

n n

(3.19)

• 0p (1) and
e Gn,

It follows from Proposition 4.6 that W 2(6) - w(6,e,G)n,

thus the bracketed quantity in (3.18) converges to zero in

Pe G-probability. As it is bounded, it also converges to zero in mean
n'

square, i.e., C (6) converges to zero for each fixed 6 • R. Using the
n

inequality in (3.19), noting the definition of I (e,G) in (2.12) andc

recalling the independence of R 2 and A1(e ) we can now bound the quantityn, n

in (3.16) by

+ 41 ,
n

(3.20)

where
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Assumptions (R2), (R4) and (T) show that the first term in (3.20) converges

to zero when (3.15) holds. Note that T ~ 0 and furthermore
n

tf
l ){Ic(9n ,G)}- Tn • E9 G (var9 G{YI,al(9n)}IR{al(9n),9n,G}12

n, n, .

x[I - Cn{a1(9n)}]) , (3.22)

where tr(I)(M), for a square matrix M • (mij ), is defined as tr(I)(M) •

tr(M)-m11 · If we let f(4;9n) denote the density of al (9n) under Pe G'
n'

then (3.22) can be written as

Now as n ~~, I c(9n,G) ~ I c(9
0

,G), var9 ,G{Yllal(9n) • 4} ~
n .

yare ,G{y1 ,a1(9
0

) • a}, R(&,9n ,G) ~ R(&,9
0

,G), f(4;9n) ~ f(4;9
0

) and
o

C (4) ~ o.
n

Thus, by an application of Fatou's Lemma we find

I (9 ,G) - limsup T ~con

• I (9 ,G),c 0

which since T ~ 0 implies T ~ O. This completes the proof. 1111n n

The.rem 3.2. Under (Ml)-(M3), (Rl)-(RS), (T) and (3.14) and (3.15),

nt{S (9) - S (9)} • 0p (I);n n
9 ,Go

(3.23)

• 0p (1);
e ,Go

(3.24)
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(3.25)

Proof.

with i

By the discretization of 8 it suffices to prove (3.23) and (3.24)

replaced by a - a + p n-t where p is an arbitrary deterministicnon n

convergent sequence. Also by appealing to contiguity it is enough to

establish (3.23) and (3.24) in Pa G - probability.
n'

Note that by the manner in which § (.) is constructed, to prove
n

(3.23) it need only be shown that

k
n-t ! I - 0p (1),

i -I n,i a G,
n

(3.26)

where

I - {Yi-Mi(8 )}[R 2{6i (a)} - R{6i (8 ),8 ,G}]n,inn, n n n

and

Now it follows from Lemma 3.1 that II i l2 has finite expectation undern,

Thus, using the fact that ~n,2 and {Yi,6i (8n)} are independent forPa G·
n'

1 ~ i ~ k, we have

- O.
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Also for i~j, 1Si,jSk a similar conditioning argument shows that E9 GO(T iTT j) •, n, n,
n

o and thus the normed sum in (3.26) has a zero mean and a covariance matrix

bounded in norm by

J 1 k' 2 ]
E9 n- I {Yi-Mi(9 )} IR 2{Ai (9)} - R{Ai (9 ),9 ,G}1 2 (3.27)

n' i-I n n, n n n •

Showing (3.27) converges to zero will complete the proof of (3.23). Since

the summands in (3.27) are identically distributed i~ is enough to show

(3.28)

converges to zero. After conditioni~g on A1(9n) and using the independence

of {Y1 ,A1(9n)} and gn,2' (3.28) can be written as

E9 ,G(var9 ,G{Y1IAl(9n)}Ee ,G[IRn,2{Al(9n)}-R{A1(9n),9n,G}12IAl(9n)J)·(3.29)
n n n

which converges to zero in light of Lemma 3.1.

Now since

(3.30)

and

(3.31)

to show (3.24) converges to zero it need only be demonstrated that

(3.32)

Now in light of (3.30), (3.31), and (R4), (3.32) is implied by the fact

that (3.28) converges to zero, which has already -been established.
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Finally for (3.25), note that (3.23 ) and (3.24) imply nt (; -e)
T

0p (1) and thus 9 and 9T have the same limiting distribution
9 ,G

o
which is given by Theorem 3.1. Jill

3.4 I77ustration

Consider the logistic regression model in wnich P(Y=lIU=u) = F(~+~TU) wnere

-tF(t) = 1/(1+e ). Assumptions Ml and M2 both hold and M3 is a reasonable

working assumption in the absence of replicated measurements. For this model

b(~) = ~og(l+e~), A~(t) = e~ - 1,

which implies that assumotion (T) * *is satisfied with A = a and for all € > 0

(the technical assumption (T) imposes no additional constraints). (Rl)-(R5)

hold under natural and reasonable integrability conditions on b.

To see that (3.15) holds note first that

and n = 2{F(-t )+ € } ~ 0 as t n ~ ~ and €n ~ o. For (3.15) to hold it isn n n

required that

(a) (F(-tn ) + €n}/T~ ~ 0

and

(b)

simultaneously as t n ~~, en ~ 0 and Tn ~ O. There are many choices of (€ ),
n

(tn ) and (T ) which accomplish this. For example, take e = n-1/p and t =nn n n
-lip 1/4 -118.

then (a) and (b) hold for the choice Tn =max[{F(-n) + n } , n j.

Finally in the construction of R .(d) in (3.7) we can pick any A > 0 in O,(d)n,J A

(since (T) holds with A* = a), e.g., 0A(d) = eXP(ld,2) will do.
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4. THEORETICAL DETAILS.

In this section we derive the results used to establish Lemma 3.1. For

notational convenience we write E for Ee,G' drop the subscripts on t n and

en and let n • u+STu and d • lu-41/2t . Also we take (Y,X,U) to be random

variables having joint density (1.4) under Pe,G. Thus for instance, we can

write E(YIU.u) • b'(n). We also assume t is sufficiently large so that

b'(-t) < 1. We make frequent reference to the quantities Be,G and BG

defined in (3.11a) and (3.12) and to the inequality in (3.l2a.) Whenever

it is convenient and causes no confusion we write q and q for q (6,e,u)n n

and q(&,e,u) respectively. Finally r 1,···,r
6

denote finite positive

constants which will serve as bounds for certain quantities we encounter.

We start by obtaining some conditional expectations.

PROPOSITION 4.1. If t>O and £>0 then,

J -tY )~e IU-u. exp{b(n-t)-b(n)};

J
/2

{(
ill -' _ IX-61

2 )1} {-d
2

}
E £ eA~ 2£ IU-u. exp (1+£)

(

£ )P/2+1(2 £d2) j -d2 }
r;e 2 + 1+£ eX~l(l+£)

(4.1 )

(4.2)

(4.3)

PROOF. The first claim follows from the fact that the density of YIU-u is

of exponential-family type. Derivation of the latter two identities is a

routine exercise in manipulating normal. integrals. 1/1/
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For future reference we state two easy inequalities. Note that (4.4)

implies that exp{b(n-t)-b(-t)} $ A(n)+1 provided b'(-t) < 1.

PROPOSITION 4.2. For t>O and £>0,

( 4.4)

(4.5)

PROOF. The'first follows from the definition of A(n) while the second is

a variation of a familiar inequality. 1111

Propositions 4.3-4.5 result in a bound (Proposition 4.6) on the mean

*squared error of W 2 as an estimator of w(&). Recall that £ < 1.n,

PROPOSITION 4.3. *If £<t€ then

I I {~ d2 }max(l,d) qn - q $ ~lnn {1+A(n)}exp 2 - b(n) - *
1+ £

PROOF. For fixed &,n and d, let the function f(·) be defined as

~ d2
f(€) • exp{ 2 - b(n) - I+£} .

(4.6)

*Note that f(o) increases over (O,~) and furthermore that for £ < t£ < 1,

**..J e d2
)S f(e )eA~-~ .

Using this fact, the definitions of q and q, an obvious inequality, (4.4),
n

(4.5) and the definition of n we derive the following inequality.
n
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Iqn- ql • f(t)[eXP{b(n-t)-b(-t)}-exp(-~~:)]

~ f(f;)[ lexP{b(n-t)-b(-t)}-ll+ll-ex~-~~:)~

*
~ f(£*)ex~-£6dZ){A(n)b'(-t) + tdZ}

The existance of a constant r 1 such that

*maX(1,d)eX~-£6dZ ){A(n)+d2 } ~ 2r1{1+A(n)}

is easily established and this completes the proof of the proposition.1111

* *PROPOSITION 4.4. If t(£ and (T) holds for some A ( m, then

* 2
S B

G
(8) exp{{l+A ~'&' };

E{Qi.n(5)} S"2 .:72 BG(9).XP{!2+~:>'5121

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

PROOF. The identity in (4.7) follows from (4.1), (4.2) and the conditional

independence of Y and X given U.

The equality in (4.8) is obtained by integrating the conditional

expectation in (4.7). As for the inequality in (4.8) note that from (4.4)

it follows that exp{b(n-t)-b(-t)} S A(n} + 1, if b'(-t} ~ 1. Thus we have
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{.J..U:.. d2 }$ {A(n)+l}exp 2 - b(n) - r;;- .

*It follows that for £(£

where we have used the properties of the quantities Be,G and BG defined in

(3.l1a) and (3.12) and the inequality in (3.12a).

To prove (4.9) note that

The conditional expectation in the integral is evaluated using (4.1) and

(4.2) (with t replaced by 2t and £ replaced by tt), and the conditional

independence of Y and X given U resulting in the identity,

Again we use (4.4) to claim exp{b(n-2t)-b(-2t)} $ A(n)+1 and arrive at
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A {* 2}~ --U- (A +2)161 B (9)
~ r 2 1 exp 2 G '

e-rP

where r 2 is a bound on (1+t)P(2+t)-tp and Be,G and BG are as defined in (3.11a)

and (3.12). 1/11

* *PROPOSITION 4.5. If e<te and (T) holds for some A <=, then

PROOF. Using 4.6, (4.8) and some obvious inequalities we find that

(4.10)

Finally we have

PROPOSITION 4.6. * *If e<te and (T) holds for some A <e, then

(4.11)
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PROOF. Since W 2(4). k-1IQ i(4) and the Q i are independent andn, n, n,

identically distributed, (4.9) provides a bound on kvar{W 2(&)}' In-n,

equality (4.10) bounds the bias of W 2(&) as an estimator of w(&,e,G).n,

Combining these facts we get, with k • tn,

E{Wn ,2(&) - w(&,9,G)I' S <2( :::/2)eG(9).Xp{(2+~:)I&I'}

+ ~in~B~(9)exp{(2+2~;)1412}

s <3 ( n::/2 + n~)e~(9).xp{(2+2~:)I&I'},

where in the last inequality we have used the fact that B
G

(9) ~ B~(e).

1111

Next Propositions 4.7 and 4.8 result in a bound (Proposition 4.9) on

the mean squared error of (1+e}W 2(4) as an estimator of w(4).n,

PROPOSItION 4.7 * *If e(e 12 and (t) holds for some ~ <~, then

(4.12)

( 4.13)

PROOF. Equation (4.12) can be verified by differentiating both sides of,.
(4.7) with respect to 4, and (4.13) follows directly from (4.12).

As for (4.14) note that

and thus
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(4.14a)

We first find bounds for each of the quantities on the right hand side of

(4.14a) and then combine these to arrive at (4.14).

Using (4.9) we get immediately that

Next note that

( 4.14b)

Conditioning on Ui , appealing to (4.1) and (4.3) (with t replaced by 2t and

E by tE) and using the definition of A we obtain the following expression
n

for the right hand side above:

~1+ )p( )tP+l
E2\~ 2+: exp(161 2

)

*Note that when E<t£ there exists a constant ~, depending on p and

*£ , such that for all d,

Using this inequality and the fact that by (4.4), exp{b(n-2t)-b(-2t)} S

A(n)+l we find that
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( 4.14c)

where the last inequality follows from (3.12a) and ~* bounds 4~(2+e)P(2+e)-+p-l.

Finally combining (4.14a), (4.14b) and (4.14c) we find that for a

suitable constant, ~4'

*from which (4.14) follows since £<£ <1.

PROPOSITION 4.8. * *If e<t£ and (T) holds for some ~ (m, then

(4.15)

PROOF. Usng the definitions of W2(&) and w(4,9,G), equation (4.13)n,

and some standard inequalities, we find that

From (4.6), (3.l1a) and (3.l2a) we derive the inequality
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(4.15a)

Work done in the proof of Proposition 4.5 shows that

and from (4.8) we get that

f f {(l+X*)I&JZ}••• el&lqng(u)du S eBG(9)1&lexp 2 .

( 4.15b)

( 4.15c)

Combining (4.15a), (4.15b) and (4.15c) we find that the normed bias of

(l+e)W 2(&) as an estimator of ~(o,9,G) is bounded byn,

Using the fact that £ ( fin we obtain (4.15) by choosing ~5 so that

2t~1+(1+~1)1&1 S ~5(1+1&1); this holds whenever ~5 ~ max(2t~1,1+~1)·1111

We now give a bound on the mean squared error of (l+e)W 2(4) as ann,

estimator of w(6).

* *PROPOSITION 4.9. If e<te and (T) holds for some X <~, then

A
E{I(1+e)Wn,2(4)-~(&,e,G)12} S~6( p~2+1+ n~){BG(9)}2

n£

( 4.16)
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PROOF. The left hand side of (4.16) can be written as

tr[var{(1+£)Wn ,2(&)}] + IE{(1+£)Wn ,2(6)-W(6,e,G)}1
2

•

Since Wn ,2(&) • k-
1
!Qi,n(6)

independent and identically

where the Qi (6) are,n

distributed we have, with k • tn,

J . ] 2(l+e)Z {. ]tLLvar{(1+£)Wn,2(6)}. n t var{Qi,n(6)}

Using (4.14) and (4.15) we can now bound the left hand side of (4.16) by

Using the facts that BG(S) S B~(e) and (1+161 2 ) S (1+161)2, i~ can be

shown that (4.16a) is bounded by the right hand side of (4.16) for any ~6 ~

max{~;, 2~4(1+e*)2}. IIII

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The existence proof in Section 3 is constructive and can be used as a

recipe for calculating efficient estimators. It has the undesirable properties

of relying on: (1) a discretized initial estimator and (2) an arbitrary

splitting of the sample into two equal halves. The effect of discretizing

is likely to be minor. Splitting the data may prove to be more crucial

although this can be checked by considering a finite number of partitions

and computing the one-step estimator for each.
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